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Basics? 
Chapter 4! 

Social-
Emotional 

Ninja? 
Chapter 6! 

Everyone can read
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Complain w/o Blame
Self-soothe

Be Open to Feedback/Influence

Thoughtful Questions
& Liberating Structures



Two sets of questions …



What would be 
helpful about 
using the 
Choice Map?

An
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• Feelings • Circumstances

• What happened?
• What do I want – for  
  both myself and others?
• What can I learn?

• Why am I such a failure?
• Why are they so stupid?
• Why bother?

• What’s wrong
   with me?
• What’s wrong
   with them?

 Whose fault is it?

• What’s possible?
• What are my choices?
• What’s best to do now?

• What are they thinking,
   feeling and wanting?
• Am I being responsible?• What assumptions

   am I making?
• What are the facts?

LEARNER
• Thoughtful Choices
• Solution Focused
• Win-Win Relating

 JUDGER• Automatic Reactions• Blame Focused• Win-Lose Relating

SWITCHAsk Learner Questionsto Avoid Judger Pit

Choose

React

JUDGER PIT

Learner Mindset
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Judger Mindset
START

Change Your Questions,
Change Your Life
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youtube.com

Marilee Adams

scroll down to find 
“I have a problem” video Your assignment, should 

you chose to accept it …



Stop

Observe

Switch



Four Needs of Followers

Trust

Compassion

Stability

Hope

Gallup Research 2005-2008; 11,000 respondents



Any threats to 
Status
Certainty
Autonomy
Relatedness
Fairness

Five things that 
scare us …





Complain without Blame

I feel (an emotion or impulse)  or I think …

when (a condition exists - avoid naming names 
at this point) 

what I would like to see/need from you (a solution 
focused action that is realistic for the other person)  



Self Soothe

Breath … mindfully

Change your self-talk … mindfully ask Solution 
Focused or “switching” questions

Take your time … 20 minutes? 





A word from 
Fred Kofman on Difficult 

Conversations at 
leanin.org

https://leanin.org/education/managing-difficult-conversations


Stay Open to Influence/Feedback

You know, you might be right. Let me ask you some questions …

How can we work together more effectively?

What would you like to see in the future?

Let’s check in - what are you feeling right now? 
What am I feeling right now?



Coaching Our Peeps

Breath … mindfully

Change your self-talk … mindfully

Take your time … 20 minutes? 

On a scale from 1-10 (10 is completely open and non-defensive), 
how open to feedback would you rate yourself? 

On that same scale, what number do you 
think I would come up with? 



Steps to take … 

1. Design a way to evaluate! (really, do this first!)

2. Start a book club & Start at the top a)Change Your Questions, Change 

Your Life b) The Science of Trust (start with chapters 4&6) c) The Advantage

3. Train and coach to the three crucial behaviors; write them into 

performance evaluation expectations

4. Maintain focus over several years until you see the results in the 

evaluation tool



Thank You!



We envision a world where the 
quality of life for individuals, 
organizations, and communities is 
transformed to a healthier place. 
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